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Back Talk
from page 102

10. “Achieving institutional advantage.” This means, as the author points out, many
things to different people. For some libraries they have long understood the need
to build on existing collection strengths. This may be an area where we as librarians
need to do some additional thinking.

11. “Transforming bureaucracy, culture, and assumptions.” This is, as is known in
library circles, the “vision” thing. We are actively grappling with this. With one foot
in the printed past and the other in the digital future, we are actively trying to figure
out how to chew gum, hum, and dance at the same time. The author talks about the
need for non profit colleges and universities
to compete with for profit institutions.
For libraries, as the ultimate non profit
but black hole consumers of funds, our
challenge is to compete with the free Web.

My intent in this review of the eleven strate-

gic challenges facing higher education has been to
to show how well libraries are doing. Yet, we

still have some work to do: We need to
grow closer to the communities in
which we live. Especially for libraries
associated with private institutions, we
need to discard the “us and them” mentality
that stops non-students from having some
meaningful access to our holdings;
make our libraries as easy to use for dis-
ciplinary specialist as non specialists;
give our staff the freedom to try out new
forms of technology without making them
battle their way through the committee struc-
tures that dominate many modern libraries;
not lose sight of our need to bring users
and information together as we satisfy our
need to collaborate with each other in
hundreds of organizations;
work with other libraries to develop ar-
eas of true strength so that all of our users
benefit; and of course
be willing to detach our finger holds on
the ways we have done things in the past.

We have much to do, but I remain proud
to be a librarian and pleased with how well
we are doing as participants in the larger edu-
cational enterprise.

Talk of the Trade
from page 100

They have pointed out that the Vatican
maintains a vast wine cellar, and on a visit to Poland the
Pope remarked that he loved the cream puffs he ate in Warsaw as a boy. Although no French
priests have given active support to the petition, they have expressed sympathy, and the Papal
Nuncio of Paris has told Mr. Fayard that the Pope himself is “not unsympathetic.” So, it’s OK to
hold onto these French dictionaries for awhile, but probably not a good time to purchase new ones.

Don’t Even Think About What He’ll Do With a Goat Next Year

It’s difficult to get kids to read books these days, what with all the diversions of competing
entertainment formats. But that did not deter Donald Watson, principal of a Cambridge, Mass.
primary school. He promised to publicly kiss a pig if his 410 pupils read 2003 books during the
year just past. The highly motivated school kids reached the magic number, and at a recent special
assembly, the good Mr. Watson planted a big wet one on a rather uncomfortable pot bellied pig.

Literati Join Glitterati on New York’s Most Loathsome List

The lively, conservative leaning weekly tabloid, New York Press, recently published its first
annual list of New York’s fifty most loathsome inhabitants. A surprising twenty percent are pub-
blished authors. Barely making the list at number forty nine is Jonathan Franzen (The Corrections)
who “loudly offers himself as the leading candidate to write another Catch 22.” Yoko Ono
earns spot number forty six for being a “shameless, atonal publicity hag.” Clocking in at number thirty
is Martha Stewart because “share dumping is her kind of crime, it doesn’t leave a mess on
the living room carpet.” Rick Moody (The Ice Storm) won number twenty six for saying that his
writing “is intended to adhere to Aristotelian unity, where place and time exist without deviating
from dramatic unity so the reader has no
missed the top ten at number eleven because
and the City author Candace Bushnell,
motion of the women’s lib movement” and
tions,” Jonathan Safran Foer (Every-
five for exemplifying a “disturbing lit-
first novel.” Conservative pundit,
head Ann Coulter is number four be-
genocidal threats at foreigners and lib-
promises jack boots and pepper spray.”
(Sad White Men) whose public state-
ions, while the “hardworking, intelligent
association with him.” And the winner,
Blanchard (The Deed) for his “border-
believing that the men’s magazine he edits,
substance and not a sheep-herding, post-
entry-level corporate cogs.” And who says

have now adopted a different approach. They
have petitioned the Pope to remove
“gourmandise” from the list of seven deadly sins.
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As I thought about the upcoming Charleston Conference, memories of all sorts of hand-wringing activities about the future of libraries have come to mind. There were many optimistic talks, but there were also countless discussions about the negative effects of the Web/electronic information on libraries functionally and as places. Thankfully, all the bad predictions have not come to pass. I say thankfully, not just because I make my living working in these wonderful collections of bricks and content, but because I am continually impressed by the mind-expanding roles libraries can play in lives of all those who walk through their doors physically and electronically.

My optimism was buoyed even further after reading an excellent article in the July/August 2003 issue of EDUCAUSE Review by Donald E. Hanna, an educator and leader in lifelong learning: “Building a Leadership Vision: Eleven Strategic Challenges for Higher Education.” I believe, and I think you will too, that libraries have already conquered many of these challenges or are well positioned to meet them successfully. Let me recount his challenges and say why I think libraries are doing quite well.

1. “Remove boundaries between ourselves and the community.” Academic libraries have always known that they needed the support of the larger community to survive. While it is noble to consider all students as our alumni, when it comes to fund raising, we have always looked beyond campus borders for support and this has in turn required us to consider the community’s needs and how we appear to its members. State supported university libraries do a great job of this and my hat goes off to places like San Jose which have integrated public and academic library service programs.

2. “Establish interdisciplinary programs.” While we jump through hoops at times trying to reconfigure our libraries as departmentally-friendly support teams, the Dewey and LC classification systems basically bring all information together without the organizational accretions that divide our faculties.

3. Supporting “entrepreneurial efforts and technology.” Again, while the faculty may be still trying to make the jump from tried and true sets of lecture notes, or even new notes but delivered traditionally, our libraries are typically five to ten years technologically out ahead of most other campus efforts.

4. “Redesigning and personalizing student support services.” I don’t know about your campus, but on ours we had a My Library application in place before the complexities of the whole campus made a My Campus application possible. Libraries have also traditionally looked to students/users to help them determine what services need to be provided — especially in the last ten years.

5. “Emphasizing connected and lifelong learning.” I hate to gloat but libraries are lifelong learning centers. The exclusionary policies of many private institutions have limited this function to members of the campus community and alumni, but libraries are unrivaled (except perhaps by the Web) as places where knowledge can be accessed by everyone without regard to background.

6. “Investing in technologically competent faculty.” Since the late 1960’s when libraries replaced typewriters with computers to catalogue cards and provide online bibliographic access, they have been sources of technological retooling. I remember with a smile, hearing some of the same clerical staff who were terror stricken about having to learn how to use computers the first time, complain again, when they had to learn how to use a second or third integrated library system — yet, the techno levels of their gripes had risen considerably. Libraries and the staff who work in them simply accept that they have to be learning all the time.

7. “Building strategic alliances with others.” Librarians, I have often joked, wake up in the morning thinking cooperatively. While that might not have always been so, our lives are tied up in bibliographic utilities, resource sharing agreements, and consortial buying activities. Cultural experiences like ALA, PLA, SLA, and the additional hundreds of other acronyms we employ to consume our spare time all testify that we are in the alliance building business.

8. “Incorporating learning technologies into strategic thinking.” Sometimes I fear we take this to an extreme. I always remember with a fondness a remark made to me by a colleague shortly after I arrived at Columbia eighteen years ago, “Tony, it is so refreshing to hear the word book again.” We have been thinking strategically for a long time (not always carrying our plans out) and technologically for the past thirty years.

9. “Measuring program quality.” This has become another obsession of our field. I just checked the Library Literature and Information Science option in WilsonWeb and got 1,380 hits for quality, 187 for TQM, and a “library quality” search of the database our patrons use, Google, got 3,620 hits.
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